
An urgent investor alert from The Motley Fool ... the financial news company that's delivered

returns of 2,097%, 2,612%, 3,979%, and 4,927% to individual investors.

The Motley Fool is "an ethical oasis in an arena fast becoming a home to charlatans." 

-- The Economist

What Kind of Investor Are
YOU?

1.  You “Make” Things Happen?

  2.  You “Watch” Things Happen?

OR …

3.  You Ask “What Happened?”

 

Dear Astute Investor,

I like to think I’m an early adopter.

The kind of guy, who sees an investing opportunity and grabs it … before the masses rush in.

The problem is, of course, we all have a built-in aversion to risk …

I mean, who in their right mind would choose risk over security, right?

But, as investors, we know that if we wait too long … we lose. 

Heck, if I’d been smarter, I’d have bought Apple before it was a household word.

And I’d be a LOT richer now, too!

Or what about that little upstart AOL way back in the 1990’s?

Maybe you remember the humble beginnings of McDonald’s.

Early-bird investors, who had the foresight, laughed all the way to the bank.  Late-comers … well, not so



much.

Ah, hindsight … always 20/20!

  “People can be divided into three groups: Those who make things happen, those who watch
things happen and those who wonder what happened.”

--Nicholas Murray Butler

 So, as I reflected on the wisdom of that quote, after being late to the party for AOL, Apple, and
McDonald’s…

I vowed that I would not make that mistake again.

What about you …

What Kind of Investor Will You Choose to BE  in 2014 and
Beyond?

I hope you’ll be the kind that keeps an open mind and learns how to spot trends … before they become
mainstream.

If you wait till the Wall Street boys get wind of it – it’s too late.

And don’t be like I once was and wait on the sidelines too long.

I want you to learn how to look for major disrupters in every sector. It doesn’t matter where they are …

They only have to represent a game changer that throngs of people will flock to. 

That’s just good, old-fashioned common sense, I think. 

Foresight = smart.  Hindsight = dumb.

For example, when the Internet squeezed out newspapers -- wise investors saw that one coming a mile
away.  

And now the Internet’s feeling the pressure from mobile technology. 

Are you paying attention?

I work hard to be on the winning side of these changes … early.  And I’m sure you do, too.

Like today’s wild idea of creating auto parts or chocolate, with a 3-D printer.  I think that qualifies as
disruptive, don’t you? 



Today, I keep an open mind and track these new technologies like a hound dog on a hunt. 

I intend to ‘ make ’ things happen, instead of watch them happen …

Or worse, wait so long and miss them altogether and lament, “Now, how did that happen?”

  “You either learn your way towards writing your own script in life, or you unwittingly
become an actor in someone else’s script.”

-- John Taylor Gatto

 I know it’s MY responsibility to write my own script … but it makes total sense to have a very good director,
choreographer, and production crew.

And that’s where The Motley Fool’s co-founders come in … David and Tom Gardner. 

They give me all the direction I could possibly want and a choreographed strategy that helps me invest like a
rock star!

In fact, Money.com says co-founder, David Gardner, is “ among the most widely followed stock
advisors in the world .”  

WOW … the world’s a BIG place!

When I spot a trend, I can count on David and Tom to have already isolated the top dawgs, sniffed them out
… and probably interviewed at least their CEOs.

You may have seen David and Tom on various TV shows and networks … CNBC, Larry King Live , Fox
News … or maybe you’ve seen one of their 10 best-selling books.

It was David Gardner, who first caught the financial media’s attention back in 1994 -- that’s when he
recommended AOL as a top dog and first mover in an emerging industry.

And only six years later, AOL was a 100-bagger! 

It turned a measly $10,000 investment into a staggering $1 million for a few very astute investors …

And it turned David Gardner into a living legend as a growth investor.

BOTH Gardner brothers love disruptive innovators.

Companies way ahead of the curve, in touch with the heartbeat of their industry … and responsive to the
eventual demand … sometimes before it even exists.

Reminds me of Steve Jobs … his philosophy was to give ’em what they want even before they ask for it, as



Reminds me of Steve Jobs … his philosophy was to give ’em what they want even before they ask for it, as
witnessed by the iPhone’s birth in 2007. 

AOL was certainly not the only stock pick that made the Fools and many other investors, a LOT of money.

There was Amazon.com in 1997.  Amgen and Starbucks in 1998.  And eBay in 1999 … to name
a few.

Man, I wish I’d worked with them back then … or at least knew to follow them … then I’d be a lot richer
today.

Oh well … no need to cry over spilled milk.

There are plenty more innovative companies, with great leadership and skin in the game that David and
Tom continue to recommend today.

In fact, Stock Advisor  readers have enjoyed returns that more than tripled the return of the
S&P 500 for over a decade!

David and Tom will do the same for you, too, with their one-of-a-kind advisory service, which I’ll tell you
more about in a moment …

And show you some jaw-dropping winners that you’ll find hard to believe.

This satisfied Stock Advisor reader says it best …

 “There are a few must-haves in life. They are:

1.      Air.

2.      Food & drink.

3.      Clothing.

4.      Shelter.

And Motley Fool Stock Advisor . Everything else is optional.

--Phillip R., Anchorage, AK 

The Economist further validates The Motley Fool’s uncompromising commitment, calling us “an ethical
oasis in an arena fast becoming a home to charlatans.”

Oh, where are my manners? I should introduce myself.

I’m Barry Chambers, executive publisher at The Motley Fool.



And today, I want to talk to you about a ‘ quiet revolution ’ that’s all around you. You may not have
connected the investing dots … but David and Tom sure have.

It may lack the sexy qualities of all the latest gizmos, gadgets, and whatchamacallits … but it’ll fatten your
portfolio, while making you sexier. (Bet that got your attention!)

I’m talking about the move toward HEALTH … it’s gigantic … pervasive … and growing everywhere. 

Healthy, fresh, raw -- and often organic -- these foods are no
longer relegated to private gardens down on the farm.

You see them every day. Possibly in your own kitchen or on your dinner table … and on thousands of
supermarket shelves across the country.

That’s right: They’re hiding in plain sight.

This move toward health is enormous -- estimated at $81.3 billion in 2012 and growing like weeds! 

And of course, this huge trend touches every part of our lives -- including the profit potential for astute
investors like me and you. 

People are demanding healthier lifestyles, as they’re living longer … and better. I know I am!

And forward-thinking companies, ahead of this trend, are cashing-in on it by giving these health-hungry
consumers exactly …

What they want ...

When they want it …  

How they want it.   

In fact, this health trend is a personal favorite of Tom Gardner, who’s a self-proclaimed ‘ Fool for health .’

He even shared his recipe for an organic smoothie in a recent newsletter -- when he recommended his latest
company in this space.

Tom noted Peter Lynch’s classic advice to “ invest in what you know ” … so he recommended readers to
also invest in what he eats …

And get a taste for the market-share leader in healthy foods.

He’s got HEALTH covered from every angle …

From manufacturers …



To supermarkets …

To restaurants …

The move toward HEALTH has never been more exciting to health nuts … and to savvy investors, too.

When Fast-Food Restaurants Cater to Consumers’  Healthy
Choice Demands … You Know It’s REAL!

When fast-food restaurants start making healthier foods, you have to know this is a long-term trend.

And they’re jumping in, with both feet, spending millions to ‘go healthy’ … and they have hefty marketing
budgets to get the word out.

As far back as 2008, Carl’s Jr. and Hardees adopted natural-cut fries in an early attempt to cater to this
hungry, health craze.

Not to be outdone, in their first ‘fry redesign’ in 41 years …

Wendy’s unveiled their ‘natural-cut sea salt fries’ in 2010 -- made with 100% russet potatoes … with skin
on and seasoned with sea salt.  

And late last year Burger King introduced their reduced-fat fries … and also added a turkey burger to their
menu.

The hold-out?  You guessed it … McDonald’s !

Feeling the pressure, the granddaddy of all fast foods finally gave in.

They joined forces late last year with the Clinton Foundation ’s commitment to reduce childhood obesity
… smart move!

Now they’re adding salads, fruits, and raw veggies … and promising they’ll STOP marketing “less
nutritional” options to children.

McDonald’s is beefing up their marketing muscle to tackle the ‘millennial generation,’ too … those born
after 1980.

It’s a key demographic for them -- now being wooed by fast-casual restaurants, like Panera Bread and
Chipotle.

Mickey D’s is feeling the pressure from Subway , too. They’ve been courting women and weight-conscious
eaters for a long time now.   

McDonald’s is not an early adopter in the move toward HEALTH … but now they’re serious
enough to invest mega-millions into healthy choices …



enough to invest mega-millions into healthy choices …

In 20 of their largest markets … and that accounts for over 85% of overall sales, including
overseas.  

They may be late to the party, but they’re ‘in it to win it.’

But unlike McDonald’s, we don’t have the luxury of missing trends this BIG -- and then playing ‘catch-
up,’ do we?

That’s why I refuse to let another day go by, without sharing this information with you.  

Like I said earlier, it’s a ‘quiet revolution’  … so I decided to make some noise about it, so you can profit
right alongside David and Tom. 

It’s OK … you can thank me later.

I don’t want you to be the #No. 2 or #No. 3 kind of investor I mentioned in the beginning of my letter …
EVER again!                

The move toward HEALTH is set on a long-term trajectory … so don’t worry that you’re too late to make it
as a #No. 1 investor type .

You can still join the ranks of savvy investors, who MAKE things happen.

Let me show you a proven example of why I can say that with total confidence …

The Day It ‘Looked Like’   David Gardner Was  Too Late to the
Party …

but NO, He Was Just Getting Started!

I told you about some ‘smart’ calls in the 1990s that put the Gardner brothers on the map … remember?

Like AOL in 1994.

But what you may not know is that David was about a year late in recommending AOL.

That’s right … AOL had already quadrupled the year BEFORE he recommended it! Some people thought
he’d lost his mind.

But the stock still grew 100 times BIGGER over the next 6 years … making him an investing rock star and a
lot of people very rich. (Unfortunately, I wasn’t one of them back then!)

It’s all in their ‘ Foolish Strategy ’ … and they’ve been using it, since forming The Motley Fool in 1993.
These boys didn’t just fall off the turnip truck!



What Investors Like
You Are Saying about

Motley Fool Stock
Advisor

" Stock Advisor is wonderful. Thanks to
you guys, I'm managing my own
portfolio and I do not lose sleep over
it . I'm looking forward to many years of

These boys didn’t just fall off the turnip truck!

This same ‘ Foolish Philosophy ’ helped make their Stock Advisor members healthy, wealthy, and very
WISE for decades.

In a moment, I’ll show you how you can join us Fools …

And put this strategy to work for you.

But you’ll have to suspend your disbelief, because you’ll think I’m making this up. But I assure you … I’m
not!

Ready?

OK, here we go …

FACT: Stock Advisor members have made 49 times their money on Priceline Group.

FACT: Stock Advisor members made 40 times their money on Marvel/Disney.

FACT: Stock Advisor members made 21 times their money on Amazon.

FACT:  Stock Advisor members have made 26 times their money on Netflix.

And the average return? More than triple  the rest of the stock market for more than a decade. 

But there’s more … so you might want to hang on to something about now. 

Check out a small sampling of our BIGGEST winners …

Priceline Group (Nasdaq: PCLN): Up 4,927% since 2004

Marvel/Disney (NYSE: DIS): Up 3,984% since 2002

Netflix ( Nasdaq : NFLX): Up 2,162% since 2004

BorgWarner (NYSE: BWA): Up 876% since 2003

Activision Blizzard ( Nasdaq : ATVI): Up 1,095% since 2003

Amazon.com ( Nasdaq : AMZN): Up 2,097% since 2002

By now, I’d be willing to bet you can see why the Gardner brothers are
among the most widely followed stock advisors in the world, right?

So if you’re not convinced by now that YOU could use their advice to
help pick your stocks …

You must be Peter Lynch or Warren Buffett!

But if you’re not one of these investing legends … I know you’re smart



it . I'm looking forward to many years of
stock info, education, discussion, and
buying." 
— Sara R., Sherwood, AR

"Honestly, paying for your services is the
best money I spend , and I extract FAR
more value than I am paying in." 
— Neil A., Brookline, MA

"I have been a Stock Advisor subscriber
since the beginning. This has been such
a good investment for my family. I feel
so much more secure about our
future (retirement needs and college
expenses, which are not too far away). " 
— Dennis I., Glendale, AZ

"There are a few must-haves in life.
They are (1) air, (2) food and drink, (3)
clothing, (4) shelter, and (5) Motley Fool
Stock Advisor . Everything else is
optional. " 
— Phillip R., Anchorage, AK

  START NOW

enough to know the truth when you hear it.

And like me, I’m sure your hat’s off to these  Fools … they’re
committed to helping as many individual investors like us as they can
… and they do NOT disappoint.

They don’t believe it has to be all that complicated. And I think you’ll
agree.

They believe in picking GREAT companies with GREAT leadership
and whose execs have some skin in the game.

Their best investments are long-term (as you will see) and focus on
BIG-picture trends … like the one quietly growing like a mushroom
today!

So, if you want to soar past measly S&P gains … The  Motley Fool
really does have a proven strategy that continues to beat the pants

off the S&P for their loyal readers …

Month after month, year after year.

Recognizing disruptors and innovators before the Wall Street crowd catches on … that’s what Motley Fools
do!

Who would have known that Amazon  would eventually destroy traditional book-sellers? 

Or that Priceline  would transform the way we buy airline tickets, book hotel rooms, or rent cars?

https://www.fool.com/shop/secure/order-08.aspx?dc=5afc1b51-e08f-49db-99d0-74891db34b0b&sf=1112_bigbutton_clean


Or that Priceline  would transform the way we buy airline tickets, book hotel rooms, or rent cars?

David and Tom Gardner knew. 

And I knew, too, because I listen to them like my investing life depends on it … because it does.

And the astute investors who followed their advice turned every $5,000 investment into over
$110,000 for Amazon and $251,000 for Priceline.

At the same time, the shenanigans of Wall Street created a near Great Depression … scaring many
individual investors to the stock market sidelines!

Even the former U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission chairman, Arthur Levitt, recognizes the BIG part
the Motley Fools play, saying we are …

… “as close to being an effective investor advocate as any organization in America.”

TIME magazine also tips their hat to the Fools: “Even billionaires get ideas from The Motley Fool.”

The Economist  said The Motley Fool is “an ethical oasis in an arena fast becoming a home to charlatans.”

And another … Money.com says co-founder David Gardner is “among the most widely followed stock
advisors in the world.” 

In 2013, The Hulbert Digest , a financial newsletter watchdog, named Motley Fool   Stock Advisor (and two
more Fool letters) the best-performing investment newsletters out of more than 200 it tracks!

David and Tom even testified before Congress, calling for greater transparency on Wall Street. 

By now, you can see these men have built their personal and company reputations on doing the ‘right
thing.’ 

I’m honored to have worked with them for 14 years now. They’re the ‘real deal.’

Before joining the Fools … I’d seen David and Tom on TV. 

I thought, man, these two guys are MY age … but they’re mega-successful, and … well, I’m not.

Their approach was VERY different -- for both investing and creating a powerful culture.

While they were crushing the market and locating ‘multi-baggers,’ I was barely treading water! 

The BIG difference I learned, after working with them awhile … was PATIENCE.

I thought I was a hot-shot. But I liked trading more than waiting, so my returns were paltry.

But David and Tom had the discipline to let their investments play out.  Very astute, indeed.

And today, I’m smart enough to follow their lead. I learned how to buy the right stock at the right time and



And today, I’m smart enough to follow their lead. I learned how to buy the right stock at the right time and
hold on.

Do you know how to recognize opportunity when it’s staring you in the face?

You Can’t Be Blamed for NOT Taking ACTION  if You Don’t
Know About an Opportunity.

But Once You DO Know …

Well … Then There’s No Excuse!

At this point, you may have already skipped to the end … to see HOW you can be the #No. 1 kind of
investor…

To MAKE things happen.

Instead of watching other investors get rich because you’re afraid of these crazy markets.

And it’s OK if I’m talking to an empty house!

But if you’re still reading … you may want to know more about the HEALTH movement in America … and
the specific companies I’m talking about today.

OK, here it is …

Ubiquitous.

That’s the word I use to describe the ‘move to health.’ It’s everywhere!

You don’t even have to go to Whole Foods or any other mom-and-pop ‘health food’ store anymore …

Even the big chains, such as Walmart and Kroger, are growing their organic sections.

The retail organic food market is exploding!

The U.S. organic food market boasted $81.3 billion in sales in 2012 … and is expected to grow
14% from 2013 to 2018!

As enormous as the trend has been … we ain’t seen nuttin’ yet!

The growth we’ve seen so far comes from only 18% of U.S. consumers … that leaves 82% of
consumers to market to. Talk about growth!

And with growing awareness about genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in food and many other health
trends, the consumers … that’s us … are driving this trend toward HEALTH like never before.



In fact, on April 10, 2014, biotech stocks plummeted -- below 2011 numbers -- following the release of
Operation Monsanto Stock Plunge , by Food Democracy Now .

This was a joint campaign that urged investors to sell shares of biotech companies, like Monsanto.

Just a few of the headlines on April 10 read:

Nasdaq has worst day since 2011 … LA Times

Stocks drop as investors dump biotech, other former favorites; Nasdaq has worst day since
2011 … U.S. News & World Report

Monsanto, biotech stocks plummet the day after activists launch Operation Monsanto Stock
Plunge … Natural News: Natural Health News & Scientific Discoveries

Now do you see why I was compelled to tell you about this today?

There’s a growing awareness in America … people are demanding to know when they’re being fed GMOs.

But as I said, even fast-food giants are feeling the pressure to “get healthy” … or get left out.

And for investors, that makes even more sense … we all want to live healthy as we live longer …

And have a LOT of money to enjoy life!

I want you to be like Warren Buffett … he’s getting even BETTER at investing with age … so why
shouldn’t we?

In an interview for Fortune magazine, Berkshire Hathaway’s vice chairman, Charlie Munger, said that
Buffett “is so much better in some ways in his 70s and 80s than he was younger that it’s almost awesome.”

Like me, I'll bet you're also actively seeking out fresh, natural, organic foods to put in your body.

This trend really IS a no-brainer … seriously.

As I told you earlier … it may not be as sexy and exciting … but it could make you look better, feel better …
and invest like a rock star!

As Tom Gardner wrote in the March 2014 newsletter, recommending another great HEALTHY company to
our Stock Advisor readers …

“As you add these healthy products to your fridge, add a little healthy growth to your
portfolio, too.”

In their Q4 2013 results -- this newest addition showed net sales of approximately $2.5 billion … an increase
of 10%, from $2.3 billion for 2012.



This was primarily due to the company’s North America and Europe segments … but then there’s also their
expansion into China. 

With product line extensions and acquisitions, Tom expects 20% sales growth this year.

Every single one of this company’s brands is the leader in its category … and this company is
riding a rising tide of consumer awareness and appreciation for their healthy, tasty, and
convenient foods.

Their CEO is a powerhouse and has some skin in the game … he’s in it to win it!

I’m just about to pop an aorta because I want to reveal the company and ticker symbol … and tell you about
their amazing products!

Hint … they’re prominently displayed in your grocery store wherever you are. (Oops, that slipped out.)

Heck, I’d like to tell you about ALL the other great companies we have in this sector …

But Tom and David would fire me. And  Stock Advisor members would be really mad.

So, I’m gonna do the next best thing.

I want to give you a special report on our NEWEST addition …

But that’s not all. I want you to know about several other GREAT companies that David and Tom have
recommended to their readers …

Some food manufacturers, some restaurants, and some retail companies. 

I’m going to go ahead and tell you about Whole Foods … because I can’t contain myself. (Don’t tell the
Gardner brothers.)

You’d probably guess it anyway, right? We’d have to be brain-dead not to have alerted our readers to BUY
them.

Whole Foods Market is one of our “Core” Stocks, with 175.8% return since February 2008 … and 117.1%
better than the S&P.

The others you’ll read about will further convince you that Stock Advisor is “THE” one investing newsletter
you need …

  To take you from a newbie to a pro investor in no time at all.

“Anyone with a computer, and an interest in the stock market, would do well to visit The Motley
Fool.” --  SmartMoney



Fool.” --  SmartMoney

His first six-bagger …

“Have been an SA member for only about 1.5 years now and already working on my first six-
bagger: TSLA 450.4%; NFLX 326.7%; DDD 142.8%.  Overall portfolio is now beating the S&P
since 2002. I’m happy with that. Thanks, TMF and fellow Fools.” 
-- Luc R., Cottonwood Heights, UT

Best financial decision ever …

“The first stock I ever purchased was Netflix in 2006. I bought 44 shares at $20.79. I knew next
to nothing about the stock market. Subscribing to The Motley Fool was the best financial
decision I ever made. Thank you VERY much, David!” 
-- Donna G., Eugene, OR

 Well, I could go on and on … but my fingers would get tired … and you’d get bored. But you get the idea.

I really appreciate the opportunity to share how much I love David and Tom … and all the Fools here at The
Motley Fool!

Motley Fool   Stock Advisor is our flagship newsletter … but it’s so much more. It’s the only one of its kind
that I know of.

We’re more like a family here. Really.

Inside the Stock Advisor online community, our members get to interact with each other and discuss
companies they’re considering or have invested in.

You can even ask David and Tom a question. And use our ‘scorecard’ to track your stocks and follow the
news that you choose.

You get to …

        Pick stocks

        Follow companies

        See interviews with CEOs and business leaders

        Talk directly to David and Tom

        Get answers to your questions

       Talk with fellow investors and get second opinions

I hope you’re ready to take control of your own investing destiny … TODAY!



Our investing team has put together a dynamite report for you on the great companies in this huge health-
food trend, called …

The Quiet Health Revolution: An $80+ Billion Healthy Food
Industry and the Companies to Buy NOW!:

You’ll get the companies and ticker symbols and ALL the research that
will allow you to be a ‘healthy’ investor. 

You can buy any or all of the recommendations in food manufacturing,
restaurants, or retail food stores. (You already know one of them
because I couldn't help myself.) 
(A $29 value.)

And I want you to have another report called …

3 Must-See Stocks for the New Golden Age of TV: The future of
television begins now. It’s an all-out war, pitting Cox, Comcast, and
Time Warner against tech giants like Apple, Google, and Netflix. This
action guide will explain why the real winners are the least-known
power players -- the ones that film your favorite shows. It’ll tell you
which ones are positioned for a massive windfall. 
(A $29 value.)

I’m so honored to extend you a personal invitation to join Stock Advisor  -- on behalf of David and Tom!  

I know how much their genius has helped me over the years … and I KNOW you’ll be equally amazed.

We want you to ‘sample’  everything our Stock Advisor  community has to offer … 100%
RISK FREE !

In fact, unless you’re not almost “giddy” with EVERYTHING you have at your disposal … we’ll happily
refund your money. No questions.

Even up till the very last day! And, of course, you get to keep your reports in any case.

We Call It Our “Keep Everything & Risk Nothing”

DOUBLE Guarantee.



DOUBLE Guarantee.

I want you to join thousands of other investors … some are real newbies.  Others are seasoned investors. 

So whichever category you fall into, you can rest assured you’ll have a team of experts like our co-founders,
David and Tom Gardner; our chief investment officer, Andy Cross; nanotechnology expert Karl Thiel … and
many more.

I’ll be there, as well, cheering you on to greatness!

OK, I hope you’re sitting down … and I hope you don’t have a heart condition …

Because here’s the BEST part!

I’ve negotiated an incredible introductory offer for you!

You’ll Get $300 OFF Our Regular Membership Fee!

Our regular membership rate is $199/year.  And given the returns you’ve just read … that’s a real ‘no-
brainer.’

BUT David, Tom, and I are SO excited about the health advantages and the investment opportunity in the
fresh, natural, and organic space …

We decided to do something ultra-special for you. 

Still sitting?

Lock In TWO Full Years of Stock Advisor for only $98!

You won’t find a deal like that anywhere … I assure you.

That’s only about $0.13 a day! 

You’ll have a dedicated team on your side -- researching, poring over all the financial data, interviewing key
players …

All to make sure you get the BEST investment advice money can buy. Bar none. 

You’ll get TWO brand-new stock picks every single month … sent directly to your email and to your home
or office.

Here’s what else you get …



Here’s what else you get …

        Monthly issues updating you on how our Core Stocks and Best Buys are performing.

        A personalized scorecard that lets you track the performance of all your stocks in ONE place.

        Breaking alerts by email, with important market news that impacts your portfolio.

        Exclusive interviews with power players from the world of finance (like John Bogle from

Vanguard) -- and some of America’s top CEOs, like John Mackey from Whole Foods.

        24/7 access to our lively online discussion boards. It’s the world’s first ‘virtual’ water-cooler-spot

for sharing investment ideas.

        Another FIRST -- our scoreboard for ALL the picks ever made at Stock Advisor … the “

Moneyball for the financial world,” as David calls it.

(Of course, you can choose to join Stock Advisor for only one year for just $49 … but why would you? It’s a
SMART move to ‘lock-in’ this crazy-low, intro price for TWO years, don’t you think?)

Before they change their minds … I know you’ll JUMP on this NOW … faster than a jackrabbit …

Because I may never be able to make this offer again!

In fact, I think I’ll even sweeten the pot a whole lot more for you. 

I wasn’t going to do this, but … oh, what the heck … you’ve been so attentive.

I want you to have my ‘ Fast-Action Bonus ’ … ONLY for investors who want to ‘MAKE’ things happen in
2014. 

Right now. Today.

You’re the kind of astute investor I’ve been talking about in this letter, aren’t you? 

I see you over there, grinning. You KNOW a ‘crazy good deal’ when you see it!

And I KNOW (unless you’re Warren Buffett or Peter Lynch) you’re not as good a stock-picker as the
Gardner brothers. I’m sure not.

-- Fast-Action Bonus for  April 28, 2014April 28, 2014 -- 

Set yourself up for massive profits with
Stocks 2014: 12 Stocks to Outsmart the Market Today

-- a $99 value -- yours absolutely FREE

Motley Fool co-founders David and Tom Gardner recently rounded up a team of the



Motley Fool co-founders David and Tom Gardner recently rounded up a team of the
nation's top equity analysts to identify the stocks that stand to profit most in the coming
year...

After exhaustive research, debate, and number crunching, these top Motley Fool stock
pickers have emerged with 12 companies that will position you to profit in 2014 ,
including...

An emerging company developing the technology
behind the Internet of Everything (IoE). This is the
massive trend The Wall Street Journal refers to
as a "very, very, very Big Thing… in a world of
‘Next Big Things.'" It's poised to grow fivefold in
just seven years. And this company sits right at
the center...

A power player lined up to actually profit from
Obamacare. Although the market has given it the
cold shoulder,"this outlook couldn't be more short-
sighted," according to one top analyst. That's because this company is perfectly
positioned to cash in on two massive trends that are aligning right now in
America: healthcare cost inflation and an aging population…

An under-the-radar oil and natural gas development firm. This company provides
state-of-the-art seismic data that makes complex drilling possible -- a service
major companies like BP, Shell, and Statoil are ponying up big money for...

You'll discover these three companies, plus nine more powerful investing opportunities,
the instant you download your FREE copy of Stocks 2014: 12 Stocks to Outsmart the
Market Today .

This is the highly sought-after annual report that has handed investors market-beating
returns year after year. In fact, our top pick from 2013 shot up 134% while the S&P 500
rose just 26%. And we're confident the companies in this year's report could do even
better.

As you can see … just the reports -- valued at almost $160 -- are worth more than you’ll pay
for TWO years of Stock Advisor ! 

Maybe I’ve lost my mind? Anyway, all I can say is … HURRY before they decide to snatch this offer off the
table!

Well, I’d best sign off and go earn my keep. And I’ve kept you long enough anyway.

I can’t wait to see you around the community. I know you’ll really profit from discussing your investing
ideas, with other investors … just like you.

And I’ll look forward to your letters to us when you make your first tidy profit on one of Tom’s or David’s



picks.

There’s so much in store for you here. But the only way you can truly appreciate it is to check it out for
yourself … without risking a single copper penny.

Describing it -- well, it just doesn’t do Motley Fool Stock Advisor justice.

When you hear David and Tom’s video on the home page in your membership area … you’ll know what I
mean.

They are, without a doubt, the most genuine and conscientious men I’ve ever met. And REALLY smart stock
pickers. 

You just don’t get accolades from independent industry watchdogs and even competitors -- without being
exceptional.

Our mission is to help you beat the market -- and have fun along the way. 

And laugh all the way to the bank because you’re an investing Fool … just like we are.

So, like I said in the beginning of this letter … there are 3 kinds of investors.  Those who …

#No. 1:  “Make” things happen.

#No. 2:  “Watch” things happen.

#No. 3:  Ask “What happened?”

I know you’ll be #No. 1 … and our promise to you is to provide ALL the tools you need in your arsenal to
invest like a rock star.

Again, thank you for reading … and may I be the first to welcome you as our newest Fool!

START NOW

Barry Chambers 
Executive Publisher 
Motley Fool Stock Advisor

 

https://www.fool.com/shop/secure/order-08.aspx?dc=5afc1b51-e08f-49db-99d0-74891db34b0b&sf=1112_bigbutton_clean


P.S. If you’ve EVER wanted to be an ‘early adopter’ yourself … now’s your chance, with the move toward
health. 

This quiet revolution has just begun! Exponential growth is expected … and you need to know how to
make money on it! You’re probably already eating it yourself, like us.

And of course, this is just ONE of the latest recommendations. Our members get TWO every, single month
… across many sectors. 

Make it happen for yourself today! Just click here...
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